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“W

elcome to Boots Beauty
Trends Report. This
report showcases the six
biggest emerging trends we expect
to shape the beauty landscape in
2022 and beyond. As the UK’s leading
beauty retailer, we are excited to share
our insights, expertise and predictions
across skincare, cosmetics and haircare,
combining our unique customer insight
with in-house expertise.
2021 was another transformative year
for beauty at Boots. Our stores returned
to normality, we welcomed customers
back to our re-opened beauty halls
and beauty lovers were finally able to
test, try and play with their favourite
cosmetics once again.
Over the past 24 months we have
continued to expand our beauty
offering, launching 68 cult brands
including Kylie Skin and Kylie Cosmetics,
Bobbi Brown, Kiehl’s, Caudalie, Drunk
Elephant, 17 and Makeup Revolution
to name a few. We have big plans to
revolutionise our haircare offering over
the next year, kicking off with launching
two new exclusive professional haircare
ranges from world-renowned names

Andrew Fitzsimons and Adam Reed.
As part of our ongoing beauty journey,
we have been constantly reinventing
and innovating in line with our
customer’s needs, re-designing over 125
premium beauty halls in stores across
the UK so we can continue to make
incredible beauty more accessible to
our customers than ever before. We now
have over 1,000 Boots Beauty Specialists
in our stores, offering tailored, brandneural beauty advice.
So, what’s next in beauty? From
revolutionary skincare diagnostics
to boosting our neurotransmitters,
millennium-era inspired cosmetics to
haircare rooted in good health – our
team of experts share their thoughts on
what’s next for beauty...”
Jamie Kerruish, Beauty Director,
Boots UK
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With the increase in skincare
knowledge comes a focus on skinhealth, not just skin-care, as the
way to great skin for life. A healing,
nurturing philosophy is taking over
with products that seek to care and
preserve the skin, such as brandnew barrier-boosting brand Byoma
growing in popularity. Ingredients
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We’re helped with this by a
welcome democratisation of
skincare expertise. On Instagram
and TikTok skincare scientists and
dermatologists are packing their
feeds with the kind of knowledge
once only gleaned from a private
consultation. 68m views of TikTok
hashtag #DermTok² don’t lie:
science-based and doctor-led
skincare knowledge is a big trend.
This thirst for skincare expertise and
techniques has driven an increase in
sales of facial skincare tools at Boots.
In the last 12 months, Boots has
introduced even more lines to meet
the demand, with year-on-year sales
of facial tools increasing by 1,531%³.

And it needn’t cost the earth. Best-selling
Facial Skincare brands with the biggest
growth in sales at Boots this year are
science-based brands The Inkey List (up
96%), CeraVe (up 54%) and La Roche
Posay (up 49%)5. Which explains why the
Expert Skincare category at Boots is outgrowing other facial skincare, with a 41%
increase in sales year-on-year.6
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When it comes to looking after our most precious
canvas, skin health is the way forward, with customers
preferring to research their own skin type and its
individual needs, rather than miracle cures.

T

are still important, but the ones to drop
into the conversation are now slow-butsteady ceramides, niacinamide, lipids
and peptides (on boots.com, searches
for ‘ceramides’ are up 54% and ‘peptides’
are up 66% over the last 3 months.4)
Meanwhile barrier repair and
preserving the skin microbiome
are officially a priority.
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SKINCENTRED

he unprecedented access to
information about skincare
ingredients has turned us
all into skin-tellectuals in recent
years. But as our knowledge
evolved, so have our requirements.
The Future Laboratory has tipped
2022 to be the year of the expert¹.
Researching and understanding
our skin type and its individual
needs is increasingly taking
precedence over brushing up on
so called ‘miracle cures’.

BYO M A
Creamy Jelly Cleanser
£9.99

Maretinol Oil
£63.00

66%

CERAM

IDES

54%

ES

to be available nationwide, providing
free skincare analysis for Boots
customers with a dermatologistgrade device. This will enable UK
shoppers to make informed decisions
about their skincare regime, giving
them the confidence that they are
purchasing products that are tailored
to their specific needs and concerns.

LA
ROCHEP O S AY
Niiacinamide
B10 Serum,
£38.00

FA C I A L
SKINCARE
BRANDS WITH
THE BIGGEST
GROWTH IN
SALES

C E R AV E
Hydrating
Foaming Oil
Cleanser
£12.50

THE
INKEY
LIST
Hyaluronic
Acid Serum
£5.99
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Introducing: No7 Pro Derm Scan.
In response to the demand for a more
in-depth understanding of our skin,
the UK’s number one skincare brand7
No7 is launching Pro Derm Scan;
a game-changing new diagnostic
service that will give customers
the ultimate in personalised,
accessible skincare and cosmetic
recommendations for free. Pro Derm
Scan will launch exclusively in Boots
stores nationwide and uses a handheld diagnostic device to analyse
both skin condition and skin tone.
This technology, combined with the
expertise of the No7 Beauty Advisors,
is the first and only service of its kind
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INCREASES
IN SEARCHES
FOR SKINCARE
INGREDIENTS
ON BOOTS.COM
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Kirandeep Sandhu
– No7 Global Skincare
Innovation Manager
“No7’s Pro Derm Scan
service is a game-changer,
bringing skin analysis
technology with a human
touch to the high street.
Through a personalised
consultation with our No7
Beauty Advisors, No7
consumers will be able to
see their skin like never
before, understand how
their skin is performing
and receive expert advice
on the right skincare
and cosmetics products
and regimes for their
skin. We are delivering a
signiﬁcant step-change in
consumers’ experience of
skin diagnostics and their
understanding of their own
skin, by continuing to bring
even more personalised
services to consumers,
underpinned by our
scientiﬁc credibility and
skin expertise.”
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DRUNK
ELEPHANT
A-GLOEI™

¹Taken from the LSN The:Future:Laboratory Future Forecast 2022 Report.
² Source: Tiktok, 2022
³ based on Boots revenue data: Jan 1 2020 - Jan 1 2021 vs Jan 1 2021 – Jan 1 2022
4Based on boots.com search data 17 Sept 2021 - 16 Dec 2021 vs 17 Dec 2021 - 17 March 2022
5Based on Boots revenue data 1 Sept 2020 - 28 Feb 2021 vs 1 Sept 2021 - 28 Feb 2022
6Based on Boots revenue data 1 Sept 2020 - 28 Feb 2021 vs 1 Sept 2021 - 28 Feb 2022.
7 Source: Kantar Total Market | 52 w/e 26th December 2021 | Boots No.7 Value Share of Mass Female/Unisex Skincare
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A DOSE OF
D O PA M I N E
Beauty has always been a feast for the senses
but 2022 will see the mood-boosting potential
of skincare, bodycare and haircare ramp up to
a whole new level.

SOAP &
GLORY
PERFECT
ZEN
from £7.50

W

e’ve all heard of
‘dopamine dressing’,
the art of dressing to
boost your mood, but 2022 is all
about increasing dopamine levels
by elevating our daily beauty
routines. Moving beyond rituals,
this trend recognises that beauty is
more than ‘me time’ and self-care.
It is increasingly a tool to help
inject moments of pleasure and
indulgence into our days and a way
to help improve overall wellbeing
and mental health. According to
Mintel¹, 45% of 16-34 year-olds now
indulge in their beauty routines as
a way to reduce feelings of stress

Midnight Recovery
Omega Rich Cloud

Jenna Whittingham-Ward
- Head of Beauty - Boots
Brands & Exclusives
In 2022 we’re seeing
consumers hack their
dopamine levels by
elevating their daily beauty
regimes, with moodboosting scents, textures
and colours. We’re always
on the hunt for new ways
to help our customers feel
good at Boots, and we love
creating new formats that
we know our customers
will enjoy. Fragrance is a
key part of experiencing

Cream £41.00
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PHILIP
KINGSLEY
Carabao Mango
& Hibiscus
Elasticizer l
£22.50
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and anxiety. Pops of colour, touches
of texture and dashes of scent will all
play a part in raising our spirits
and aiding a positive mindset
throughout this year.
We expect to see customers
embracing aromatherapy stalwarts
in body and haircare that have the
ability to both uplift and to calm.
From Philip Kingsley’s limited-edition
Mango & Hibiscus Elasticizer and
the Ritual of Jing scent from Rituals,
to Boots Glow Banana and Soap &
Glory’s new Perfect Zen bodycare
range, this new line-up majors on
mood-modulating scents to help you
get in the mood for a deep sleep.

In skincare too, new textures will
bring a sense of fun and wonder,
and application techniques will help
us to play and experiment. Whether
it’s a jelly-to-milk cleanser (Drunk
Elephant Beste™ No. 9 Jelly Cleanser),
a powder-to-foam exfoliant (Dior
Hydra Life Exfoliating Powder) or
a water-burst cloud cream (Kiehl’s
Midnight Recovery Cloud Cream);
whether we have to shake-it-towake-it (Botanics Bi-Phase Facial
Oil) or peel to reveal (Wishful Rose
Quartz Peel Off Face Mask), these
products offer an opportunity to
escape our racing minds and
bolster our moods.

RITUALS
The Ritual of
Jing Bath Foam
£13.90

SANCTUARY
S PA
Sanctuary Spa Green
Lemon and Orange
Blossom Body Butter
£6.99

a product – it can
transport us to another
place, time or mindset.
Though ingredients and
product efﬁcacy will
always be top priorities,
we expect to see more
customers treat textures,
scents and colours as
a huge factor in the
products they buy.”

BOOTS
GLOW
BANANA
from £4.00
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1 Mintel Blog: Wellness trends to watch in 2021
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ALL
TOGETHER
BEAUTIFUL
This year will see beauty redeﬁned more than ever before to
fully embrace beauty without boundaries, giving each and
every one of us a chance to express ourselves, our way.

T

his is the year that beauty
is boundless. The beauty
M E G S M E N O PAU S E
standards we once took as read
Blossom Balm Intimate Skin
are evaporating, and in their place is a
Moisturiser £10.00
multifaceted approach, where barriers
associated with colour, gender, age
or body shape are removed. More
than ever before, the world has
been googling ‘body positivity’¹, and
this year we’ll see beauty redefined
even further, fully embracing beauty
without boundaries.
Naturally, it’s the founding principle of
the #AllTogetherBeautiful campaign
launching in Boots from March
onwards. With the commitment to
become the most inclusive beauty hall
on the high street, Boots is recognising
the diverse beauty in every town
and city in the UK. The campaign
empowers everyone to be part of
their own beauty conversation and
celebrate the infinite cultural and
societal iterations of beauty.
From skincare to haircare and
cosmetics, beauty is slowly being
liberated, to span all life stages and
hormonal upheavals, from puberty
via maternity to menopause. Boots is
proud to stock the Vichy Neovadiol
and MegsMenopause ranges, a
selection of balanced beauty products
for menopausal and peri-menopausal
skin which are devised to recognise
and cater to specific skin needs
as a result of changing hormone
balances. We will also see brands
continuing to increase inclusivity, and
work on determining exactly what it
means to offer a range that is truly

diverse. No7 recently reformulated its
cosmetics line with true diversity and
inclusivity at its core. Shades have
been created based on skin tone and
scientific analysis, delivering a greater
breadth of undertones to ensure every
customer can find their perfect match.
Meanwhile, expect an inﬂux of brands
and movements that tackle, head-on,
taboo areas of the body and skin
concerns that were traditionally swept
under the carpet or dealt with in
secret, such as body hair, bacne and
periods. Rather than hiding blemishes,
Gen-Z beauty brands like Florence by
Mills are changing attitudes towards
acne by introducing fun spot stickers
with playful designs that act as a
skin-loving accessory rather than just
a cover-up. When it comes to periods,
brands can play an important role
in changing the perception around
shame and secrecy so often linked to
the monthly cycle. Boots has updated
the title and navigation of the previous
‘Feminine Hygiene’ page to ‘Period
Products’ on boots.com and are
currently reviewing signage in store,
which will be updated
later in the year.

FLORENCE
BY MILLS
Spot a Spot
Patches
£14.50

Neovadiol
Menopause
Meno5 Serum
£38.00

LIZ EARLE

Nº7

Cleanse & Glow
Transforming Gel
Cleanser
£24.50

Restore & Renew
Serum Foundation
SPF 30
£19.95
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Grace Vernon, Global
Cultural Insight & Trend
Lead at Boots UK
“Our need to be
comfortable within our
own skin, yet conﬁdent
enough to reach out of
our comfort zone and try
something new is what
All Together Beautiful is
about. It’s beauty without
boundaries that allows you
to choose who you want to
be. Whether you love the
age you’re at and want
to celebrate it or whether
you want to turn back the
clock. Whether you choose
out-and-out glam or prefer
a quietly understated
look. In 2022, there’s no
judgement or limitation to
how you choose to express
your individuality. Boots
is committed to breaking
barriers and boundaries
in the beauty category
and giving customers the
tools to make this happen.
Whether it's getting expert
advice from Boots Beauty
Specialists or having the
choice of more beauty
brands than anywhere else
on the high street – we are
here for you.”
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1 Source: Google Trends, Jan 2022.
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AFFORDABLE
BEAUTY
The rise in living costs doesn’t mean we have to revert to
buying throwaway cosmetics. Affordable Beauty doesn’t
have to mean compromising on quality or our values either.

W

ith unprecedented rises in
living costs cramping all
of our styles (two thirds of
British adults reported their cost of
living increased in January alone¹),
savvy consumerism is set to become
an art and a necessity. Recent years
have already taught us that quality
and performance-driven beauty can
be delivered at affordable prices, but
this year we will want, need and get
even more for our money.

customers to snap up a full face of
quality makeup for under £10. On the
day of launch, the best-selling selfselection makeup brand on the whole
of boots.com was 17², proving that
shoppers want all of the joy that trying
out new beauty brings, but without
any of the financial pain. Another
clear sign is the rise in popularity
of ‘beauty dupes’, with searches for
#makeupdupes totalling 252.4M
views on TikTok to date.³

That means creating more quality,
affordable, trend-led beauty to join
the likes of Revolution, Sleek and
E.L.F. In response to this need, Boots
brought back 17 – the much-loved
makeup bag staple, with new vegan
credentials and a huge palette of
highly pigmented shades, allowing

That ‘joy’ also comprises sustainable
options with an attainable price tag,
and our no-compromise attitude to
this is borne out by research. Google
Trends tells us ‘sustainability’ and
‘impact of climate change’ were
searched at record levels over the past
year4. Almost nine out of ten shoppers

Tea Tree & Witch
Hazel Charcoal
Cleansing Bar
£5.00

Jenna Whittingham-Ward
- Head of Beauty - Boots
Brands & Exclusives
“We believe beauty is for
everyone, and affordable
products don’t have to
compromise on quality. It’s
important to acknowledge
that the rise in living
costs will inﬂuence how
customers shop for beauty,
and with over 500 beauty
brands available at Boots
we are uniquely placed
to offer something for
everyone, across all price
points. Great value has
always been at the heart
of what Boots do, with over
1,000 Boots own brand
products for less than £2,
we will continue to ensure
everyday essentials are
accessible to all.”
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17
Ink Legend Tattoo
Eyeliner £4.50

Palette £10.00

£6.00

U
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Glow Reusable
Cleansing Pads
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Consumers will expect brands and
retailers at any price point to build
sustainable initiatives into their
offering to help shoppers make
a difference. Recycle at Boots,
which rewards people for planetfriendly habits by giving them Boots
Advantage Card Points, has so far

MAKEUP
REVOLUTION
C A N DY H A Z E

BOO
T
TO

Beauty that aligns to sustainable and
ethical values will come as a standard,
not at a premium. Affordable skincare
brand Bybi is breaking new ground
with the first-ever ‘carbon negative’
beauty product, a face oil that costs
just £12.

recycled over 19 tonnes of empty
beauty, health and wellness products.
Boots customers have now banked
over 1 million empties through the
scheme6. Boots is working hard to
build sustainability into its own-brand
ranges too, without compromising on
price. New plastic-free formats are
being launched all the time, including
Tea Tree & Witch Hazel Cleansing Bar
and the new reusable Boots Glow
Cleansing Pads. Helping to save the
planet is not an elite pursuit, it must be
accessible to all of us.
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(88%; rising to 93% of Generation
Z shoppers) look for sustainability
credentials in their beauty and
personal care purchases.5
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1 Source: ONS data, Feb 2022
2 Based on boots.com sales data by volume from 16-17th Feb
3 Source: Tiktok, March 2022
4 Source: Google trends, 2022
5 Source: The Pull Agency, March 2021
6 Based on Recycle at Boots usage, March 2022
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With so much of our conﬁdence and
identity tied up with our hair, haircare’s
‘mane’ mission now is to deliver long-term
health and strength.

With searches containing the term
'scalp' having more than doubled on

E•
SIV EX

DERMAXPRO Repair
Anti Dandruff Scalp
Balm Hair Treatment
£9.99
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HEAD &
SHOULDERS
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The Crown Scalp
Scrub £14.00
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ARKIVE

S•
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SKINTEGRITY
OF HAIR

kincare ingredients have been
creeping into haircare for a while
now, but this year, hair brands will
turn things up a notch with innovation
dedicated to improving the integrity
of both the scalp microbiome and the
hair fibre. As with skin, beautiful hair
fundamentally comes from health,
with a focus on sustained hydration,
scalp care and follicle stimulation.
Expect your hair routine to become
as science-driven and bespoke as
your daily skincare regime, with
solutions for age, hormone, hair type
and mental health-related issues
elevating it way beyond a simple
wash ‘n’ go philosophy.

EXPERT
VIEW

ANDREW
FITZSIMONS

Adam Reed, Hairdresser
and founder of ARKIVE:
“Your scalp is the
foundation to great hair.
You wouldn’t ever try to
build anything on a bad
foundation, so your scalp
is the key. It's so often
forgotten because it seems
like a complex thing to look
after, but by including easy
and simple steps in to your
routine you can start to
look after it – exfoliation,
moisturisation and brushing
are all necessities.
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Repair Moisture Mask
for Damaged Hair
£13.00

EXCL

A THIRD OF 1,500 PEOPLE SURVEYED
REPORTED HAIR SHEDDING AS A LONGERTERM EFFECT OF COVID-19 SYMPTOMS

Hair loss can be a concern for some,
and this is where the new ‘health-first’

BOOTS
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Ingredients Exfoliating
Scalp Serum With
Salicylic Acid
£4.50

The most important thing
to do is keep your scalp
moisturised and ensure that
there's a lot of blood ﬂow
getting to it – menthol and
regular brushing will really
help with this. It’s not just
dandruff that you need to
watch out for either, a tense
scalp can be just as bad for
your hair. Ensuring that your
scalp is well maintained
and including scalp care
into your regular routine
will mean that your hair
will be well maintained
too. Prevention is a really
important consideration
here too – you don’t want
to wait until your scalp is
unhealthy to start looking
after it.”
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approach truly comes into its own.
With a reported link between hair loss
and Covid-19 (a third of 1,500 people
surveyed reported hair shedding
as a longer-term effect of Covid-19
symptoms³), Boots Online Doctor
Hair Loss Clinic appointments have
increased by over a third in the last
three months (compared to the first
three months after launch).² It shows
how much hair is rooted in health and
wellness, and that lavishing it with
serious care and attention is a habit
long overdue.
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EXCL

+170%

boots.com¹, brands are responding
to increased demand for scalp
treatments and skincare ingredients for
hair. This includes new ranges such as
Head & Shoulders’ DermaXPRO scalphydrating range, Andrew Fitzsimons’
exclusive new ceramide and amino
acid-rich Virgin Repair collection,
and the exclusive new Arkive Head
Care range. The latter range, aside
from “giving your scalp the skincare
it needs,” features scents designed to
“make a positive difference to how
you feel,” says its creator Adam Reed,
whose concept for the range breaks
new ground by acknowledging the link
between mental and hair health.

1Based on boots.com search data 20 March 2020 - 18 March 2021 vs 20 March 2021 - 18 March 2022.
2Based on Boots Online Doctor Hair Loss Clinic orders, Jul 2021 – Sept 2021 vs Dec 21 – Feb 22.
3Research by Indiana University School of Medicine, 2020

SEARCHES
C O N TA I N I N G T H E
TERM 'SCALP'
H AV E M O R E T H A N
DOUBLED ON
BOOTS.COM

We have opened our minds to makeup as a form
of self-expression, harnessing colour and artsy
application to add personality and attitude.
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URBAN
D E C AY
Urban Decay
Wild Greens
Eyeshadow
Palette £39.50

Freedom and fantasy are key with
inspiration coming from whatever
brings us joy, whether that’s Julia
Fox’s unapologetically bold black
graphic eye, pop culture references
from the likes of Euphoria (‘glitter’
and ‘nail art’ have been trending on
TikTok, with the hashtags gaining

MAC
COSMETICS
Stack Mascara
Mega Brush
£26.00
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rom glass skin with a bold lip,
to expressionist sploshes of
colour, to face gems – makeup
has come back from the barefaced
lockdown brink and is ready to
bring the fun. But now, we are
choosing celebration and escapism
over perfection and aspiration.
Acknowledging the fact that life
can change on a dime, our makeup
choices will reﬂect an ‘anything goes’
attitude that rejects commitment
and acts on instinct.
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MAXIMALIST
MAKEUP

9.9B and 21.8B views respectively¹), or
plumbing our youth for inspiration –
’90 things’ and ‘Y2K’ were breakout
search terms, according the 2021
Google Trends report².
Facilitating our taste for quickchange creativity, brands are offering
a huge range of trend-led products.
We will be snapping up things like
metallic lipsticks, colour-changing
chromatic eyeshadows (Urban
Decay’s Wild Greens Eyeshadow
Palette is set to be a big one), bubble
gum blush (like the new Huda
Beauty Cheeky Tint Blush Stick) and
creative nail designs. Searches for
‘gems’ on boots.com have more than
doubled in the last three months3 as
a playful ‘arts and crafts’ approach
to beauty takes over. For those
who’d like to dip in their toe, dialling

NO7
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Shadow Pop
£2.00

EXCL
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False Eyelashes
Medium Wispy
Drama £6.00
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This is a trend that’ll be with us for the
foreseeable. Looking ahead to the Autumn/
Winter season, neon colour pops, metallic
foils, artistic eyes and glazed skin will
tease out the artist in all of us. Makeup
is ready to celebrate ﬂuidity and
transition in all its glory, mirroring the
shape-shifting nature of a world where
nothing stays the same. No7 Lash
Extender Fiber Mascara Black, £14.95
No7 Lash Extender Fiber Mascara
Black, £14.95

SLEEK
MAKEUP
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up on mascara is the way to go. A new
generation of stackable, plumping, curling
and fibrous formulas are giving extensions a
run for their money. From the revolutionary
MACStack Mascara to the new No7 Lash
Extender Fiber Mascara (one of which sold
every 20 seconds on the day of launch4),
statement lashes with a creative ﬂourish are
just a magic wand away this season.

Lash Extender
Fiber Mascara
Black
£14.95

Hannah Stern, Boots
Beauty Trainer
“If there’s one word to
describe our approach to
cosmetics this year, it would
be ‘freedom’. Makeup is
back in a big way, and I’ve
noticed a huge shift in how
we apply cosmetics in the
past few months. Gone are
the days of set rules and
routines, we’re treating our
faces like a blank canvas
and choosing a makeup
look that best suits our style
and mood for that day.
2022 is all about having
fun with makeup and
experimenting – and with
over 1,000 Boots Beauty
Specialists on hand with
advice and tips, freshening
up your everyday look or
opting for something new
has never been easier.”

HUDA
BEAUTY
Cheeky Tint
Blush Stick
£21.00
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Kybrow Kit
£31.00

1 Source: TikTok March 2022
2 Source: Google trends report 2021
3 Based on boots.com search data: 17 Sept 2021 – 16 Dec 2021 vs 17 Dec 2021-17 March 2022.
4 Based on sales volume on 12/01/2022 (24 hour period)

KYLIE
COSMETICS

EXPERT
VIEW
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THANK
YO U
T

hank you for reading Boots Beauty Trends
Report 2022. We’re sure you’ll agree, 2022 is
set to be a year all about discovery, joy and
freedom when it comes to beauty. Boots is proud
to continue making beauty more accessible than
ever before, and to deliver even more brands and
services to our customers.

